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l. Introduction
Transformation from any poiyphase to the other different polyphase is
easily accomplished by means of the transformer connections. In the statical
trans￡ormation, however, from the single‑phase to the polyphase, the suitable
method has not yet been estab!ished, in particular some papers are published
for single‑phase to three‑phase conversion concerning with ac electrification
1)6)
of railway.

The three‑phase motors offer distinct advantages over dc and single‑phase

ac motors. The dc motors have commutators which get dirty and short,
brushes which wear and sometimes make poor contact, and mechanica!
contacts which constantly make and break during the process of speed
regulation. Ali of these mechanical features are quite undesirable in view of

their reliability. Single‑phase ac motors, in addition to coming up to rated

speed rather slowly, require starting circuitry.7)

Parametric osclliation is not an unfamiliar phenomenon, a playground
swing and Melde's experiment are the examples of parametric oscillations in

mechanicai systems. In an eiectrical system, inductance and capacitance are
the parameters which determine the resonant frequency. Parametric oscillation

therefore can be prodttced in a resonant circuit periodically varying one of
the reactive elements composing the resonant circuit.8)

A three‑phase ･converter, described in this paper, is essentially circuit
with a reactive element varying periodically at frequency 2f which generates

a pararrietric oscillation at the subharmonic frequency f In practice, the

periodical variation is accomplished by appiying an exciting current of
frequency 2f to a balanced pair of nonlinear reactors.

A parametric oscillation couid be accomplished by the cut‑type core
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made of the oriented silicon steel sheets iRstead of the ferrite core. If the

primary circuit of the two oscillating circuits with the same rnagnetic
properties is excited with the two phase currents which differ by r, radians
each other, the oscillating veltages at their secoRdaries have a phase difference

of 7zf2 radians. The theoretical analysis and its experimental results of the

single‑phase to three‑phase converter which utilizes parametric oscillatioR
are described in this paper.

2. Theoretieal Analysis
Basic PrinciPle. The parametric oscillating circuit is essentially a resoRant

circuit in which either the inductance or the capacitance is made to vary
periodically. The parametric oscillating circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 1.
The parametric oscillating circtiit in Fig. 1 consists of coils wound around
two magnetic toroidal cores M. altd Mb, a capacitor C. Each of the cores has

two windlngs and these are conRected together in a baianced configuration,
one winding forming'a re'sonant circuit with the capacitoy C and being tuned

to frequncy f. An exciting current, which is a superposition of a dc bias
current I6 aRd a commercial frequency curreRt of freqttency 2f, 12f, i$ applied

to'the other winding, causing periodic variation in the inductance L(t) of‑
the resonant circuit at frequency 2f (see Fig. 3). Tke oscillating circuit ttsing

the cut‑type magRetic core with three‑legs made of the oriented silicoR steel
sheets is shown similarly in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3. Wave shapes of
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ing current, 11f.
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When the exciting circuits, which have

‑.. A･L,

l two magnetic cores of three legs with the
c Va same magnetic propereies and geometrical
i configuration, are excked by the exciting

//l' JeJ< O) ] L.

currents hf(O) and k.f(ip,) which differ by
+,
c e,
dii radians with respect to each other (Fig. 4>,

i,･r+illililll ]Lb

l the

,

Mb

inductances L.(t) and Lb(t) of the

resonant circuits are varied as

Fig.4. Circuit diagram of two‑ L.(t)
phase transformable converter
which utilizes parametric Lb(t) = L,
oscMation.

== L, (1+2Ii sin 2of), (1)
{1+21" sin (2(ot+￠i) }, (2)

where a)=2r,L I" ls tnodulus of parametric

excitation. Let us assume the presence of a sinusoidal ac current, ly, in the
resonant clrcult at frequency f, which can be broken down into two compo‑
nents as follows:

lf=f, sin (tit+I, cos wt. (3)
Then, assurne that the rate of the variation of amplitudes of the sine and
coslne components, f, and L, are small compared with to, the induced
voltages, Yh, and, Vb, in the magnetic cores M, and Mb will be given by
respectively

d

Vh = i/ (La 1])
: (tiLo (I, cos tot ‑ I, sin wt)
+ 31" (tiL, (,r, sin (et + I. cos tot>

‑I' (t,Lo (Il, sin (vt‑i, cos wt), (4)
d

Vb =: zrt (La (f)
: wLe (I, ces wt ‑ I, sin of)
+ 31' tuL, {Il sin (3wt + dii) + I, cos (3wt + ￠t)}

‑r (tiL, {l, sin <a)t + g6D‑4cos ((et + g5,)}. (5>
In (4) and (5), the first terms show the voltages due to a constant inductance

Le, and the second terms or the third harmoRic terms may be neglected in
our approximation, since they are off resonance. The third terms, which are
essentia! for the generation of the second subharmonic,show that the variabie

parts of the inductances behave like a negatlve resistance for the slne compo‑

nent 4, but behave like a positive resistance for the cosine component 4.
Therefore, provided that the circuit (see Fig. 4) is nearly tuned to freque‑

ncyL the sine component I, of any srnall oscillatlon will build up expo‑
nentially, whlle its cosine cemponent will damp out rapidly. If the circuit were

exactly linear, the amplieude would continue to grow indefinitely. Actually,
the nonlinear B‑H curve of the cores causes detuning of the resoRance circuit

and hysteresis loss also increases with increasing amplitude, so that a
stationary state will rapidly be established, as in vacuun‑tube oscillators.

The phase difference between the induced voltages, Vh and Vb, from (5)
5)

is given by

third term =: ‑ r blLe V(4 sin oft ‑ L cos ipi)2 :F: (L‑s'ifi‑ep1)2rmsin (tot ‑1‑ 0), (6)

where
o= tanrmi S‑ur‑ip‑tT‑‑ii‑ipC‑,9‑S‑9‑!, n/2zip {g T. (7)

When the phase difference ￠i between these exciting currents, 4f(O) and
Ihf(g5i>, is equal to T radians, ipi : rc, we can obtain that the phase difference,

0, between the two oscillating voltages is equal to n!2 radians at their sEcon‑

daries. Therefore the three‑phase power conversion from the single‑phase
power could be obtained with the two single‑phase converters (parametric
oscillating circuits) by connecting them open A, which is also called T. Both

these connections are unsymmetrical and give slightly unbalanced voltages
under load. The amount of this unbalancing is small and it's neglegible
under ordinary conditions, especially with T connections.
Oscillating outPut Power in single‑Phase conver‑
ter. A single‑phase converter is a resonant circuit

BA
mmor
'

oscillation at the subharmonic frequency f
If a dc bias field, H6, and a ac field of fre‑

quency 2f, raf, are impressed on the two cores
(see Fig.1>, then B‑.El loop becomes asyme￡rica}

10)
minor loop with respect to the origiB, Fig. 5.
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cally at frequency 2f which generates a parametric

:
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HlIl'}
:H
,2f
t:t
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with a nonlinear inductance L(t) varying periodi‑

The induced magnetic fiux ￠ by currention Fig･ 5･ B‑U loop under
the core with winding number of turns, n, will

excitation. jHb is dc bias
field, H2f is ac field at

be given by frequency 2f
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ip :g(H)=g(ni) (8)
Total flux di. and dib in the each cores, Mh and Mb, are given by

S::g&zixzl,1'ilt".i'llil (g,
Let us assume that n.Ro.f±n2if is smaller than nilo, flux ip. and ipb are
derived as follows:
di. == g (7Zi%) + g' (72ih) (nii2f + 7￠2if)

11

+ 2‑‑! .a'' (nilh) (nii.of+ n2if)2 + g‑7L .bl'' <ntle) <nii2f+ n2if)3+･･‑ <lo)

ipb =: g(12i4) + g' (1￠i4) (nii2f ‑ 722if)

11

+ E‑TL g" (71i4) (nii2f‑ n2if)2 + ‑3‑! g"' (ni4) (nii2f ‑ n2if)3+･･‑ (11>

Because of n!h>nti2f±n2if, until the fourth term of the expansion only
needs to be considered. The secondary induced vokages, Vh and Vb, are
expressed fo!lowing:

dcaa

v. :‑n2 dt

(12)
dopb
Vb == ‑ IZ2 dt
OscillaSing voltage of frequency f, vf, in the terminals 2‑2'(Fig.1), can
be expressed as

d

Vf = Va ww Vb = ww 7t2Ultt({Pa‑dib>
= ‑2n22 dt‑‑t‑ {g' (nik) if + g'' (n,h) nii･2fif

+?g''' (n,I,)
11(n,2i2f2 +‑g‑n22 if3>}. (13)
'
Putting

1
i2f ‑‑ l2fcos 2wt == ‑2‑ ?lif<ei'2at + e‑i'2nt), <14)
if = lf COs ((tit + ip2) == }ij {ei'(tuH‑of2) + ei'(̀ot+;'2)}, . (15>
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and then substitution

of (14> aRd (15) into (13) yields

zlf= ‑ibl 11f ed(tot+e･2) {n22 .cr' (ni4) + ‑‑21‑‑ ni n22 lf g"

(nllb> E‑ 1'2;2

+ tni2n22 fy2g''' (ni4)}.

(16)

(16) represents the oscillatiRg voltage in resonant circuit with capacitor C
and Reglects the harrnonic terms, which are off resoRance.

For the relation, in general, between the magnetic field, H, and the
magnetic density, B, on the core, we obtain

Nww‑ Usinh uB. <17)
Equation <17) will be rewritten as:

snz

￠= fi sinhrmim, (18)

where n is the winding number of turns on the core, u and U are constants
for the core that depends upoR the magnetic saturation characteristics and
the material dimensioR, l is the iength of the magnetic path.
Therefore, if (n,hl(Lll)2>1
g' <ni4)

s
ztniL}

g'' (ni4> " ‑ g' (ni4)

g"' (n,4) = g' (n,4)

Substituting (19) for

2

the oscillating voltage, zlf, is given by

‑ jT'(i)11f E]'(wt+･V2) [n22 g' (ni16) ‑

21‑

rm

'4ts n2 )2n,2 g' (n,4) ly2 +
<20> wi

the parenthese,

in
li

The terms

(Gf

) n22 g' <n,lb) E‑i2s2

4

hf )2n,2g'

nl

clrcttlt,

(19)

(77,,4)i

t(

vf =:

(16),

‑‑

ni4

(ni4))

(20>

,rl}

in (20),

are

inductance of the exciting

be rewritten as

zlf ==

1'bllf ej(tot+4e) [Lo

wu

1

2

AL E‑ 1'2j2 +

'llfi PLo lf2] ,

(21>
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where

L, == n22 g' (ni lb)+((iif )2n22 g' (ni,lb>, (22>

AL == (blbf)n22 g' (nilb), <23)
L' (t)=2i,,(tlai2,･)2n22 g' (nil6> (f2 =BL, j(h2, (24>

B‑ 2･ i‑2 (l:l)2. (2s)
AR osci!lating circuit consisting tuning capacitor C,

ij mductance L(t> and effective resistance rconnected in

r series is shown in Fig. 6.

L(t)vfJC

Let 1)ej(tot+￠2) be the oscillating current of frequency

f, the loop emf, 2if, is given by
Fig. 6. Secondary vf =r[1 + d(? (2a + P(f2 ‑ ['E‑i212) Lf si'(blt+rJ2) (26)
tunlng elrcult

diagram. where
Q =eL. g,

r

AL
2Le'

rT =......fi

O" ‑‑ 2,/i'b (a)Lo ‑ thi･･c).

The absolute value of the oscillating voltage of frequency f, Vf, becomes

Uf == rfr ivi l‑WndQ'2' (2t5s + pVJM2 ‑l]T,. (27>
'
Losses in a singte‑Phase converter. The losses in a converter are the
iron loss, the primary and secondary copper losses. The iron loss is nearly

constant and nearly independent of the load. The primary and secondary
copper losses vary as the squares of the primary and secondary currents.
The iron loss is caused by the variation of the flux in the iron core and
depends upon the frequency, the maximum vaiue of the fiux density in the
core, the quality of the iron, the wave form of tke time variation of the flux

in the core, the thickness of the laminations and the volume or weight of
the core. The iron loss can be seperated into the loss due to eddy currents

and the loss due to hysteresis. These components follow differeBt laws.

Hysteresis loss.‑‑Let B. be the maximum fiux density of a converter
and let 2f be the frequeBcy, the hysteresis loss, Ph, is

Ph=2.ICIcrhB,.2w.10H2, B.>lwb/m2, (28)
where tv is the weigkt of a converter core and ah isaconstaRt for used
material.

Eddy‑current loss. Let kf be the wave forrn factor and let A be the
thickness of the laminations, eddy‑current loss, P., is

Pe =: ife (2f AkijC Bm)2' W'10M2, (29)
where o. is a constaRt determined by used material.
The expression for the iron loss, Ph+., can be written

Ph+e W‑ 2Bm2 (ahf+ 2a. ti2kf2f2'10‑2)W .10nv2. <29)

Copper loss. Let ri be the primary

‑. e'2 .L.

windiRg resistance aRd.let r2 aiiLd r'2 are Yhe af{L.+iL)f ,, asC

secondary winding resistance m the tuRmg
.z.9Si;.f.̀ l￡'ad

and the load circuits respectively, in Fig. 7.

The copper loss, P,, in a single‑phase con‑
Circuit diagram of
single‑phase<2.f7f) con‑
verter.

Fig.7.

verter is
P. == ri I62 + fe.i ri ll]f2

(30)

+ fe?n2 (7'2' 11f'2+r2 1]f2),

where le. is the ratio of the ac resistance for the dc reistance,
' in

geReral,

lem=:1･ 1'"w1. 25.

Conversion (diiciency of a single‑Phase converter.

The

conversion eflicieficy

of a single‑phase converter, v, is given by

‑ Ixlf' 11f' co{} g5.2

V Vf' If' cos fb2 +Ph+, + ri Ib2 ‑F fe., I2f2r, ‑}‑ fe., <r2' lf'2 + r2 lf?)' (31)

If the iron loss, Ph+,, and the secondary oscillating voltage, Yf, are assumed

constant, the maximum conversion efllciency occurs for that value of the
secondary oscil}ating current, fr, which make the differential coethcient of
the eMciency with respect to the secondary oscillating current, (f', zero. The

maximum conversion efuciency is to be obtained under the following
condition:

Ph+, + ri l62 + fe.i ri l5.f2 + k.2 r2 If2 == fe.2 r2' (f2. (32)
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T:hree‑Phase conversion. If

c
IJ

T

tke primary circuit of the two

TEASE

oscillating circuits (converters>

tl2

111

‑N

with the same current ratiBgs

lo'tl2J

but with differnt vokage ratings

?

c,

,.Vb.f.,

i
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71'

2

iV (k)

Ll

two phases which differ by T
radians with each other, their

lo

has a phase differnce of ‑12

lfc

MAItV

radians. The complete schematic
of the three‑phase converter is
shown in Fig. 8.

The secondary winding of

8. Complete schematic of three‑phase

the converter, which is called
a teaser, is conRected to the

converter.
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middle of the other, which is
called a main, Fig.9 (A) serves
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c

is excited with respect to the

secondary oscillating voltages
T
s

Fig.

It

abc

t‑‑

r3

(B)1,Xb‑ ;:U+VE,

Fig.9. Vector diagram for the T connection.

either for the diagram of con‑
nections or for the vector dia‑

gram of vokages. The teaser
converter is indicated by ad and

the main converter by cb. The
three‑phase voltages axe impre‑
ssecl across the termikais a, b,

'

c.
If connected,
atavoltage impedance
the secondaries are similarly

which, except for the

they supply three‑pl3ase power
drops, is equal to the impre‑

ssed vo}tage divided by the ra￡io of transformation.

If the impressed primary voltages are balanced, the secondary voltages
Vhb, Vbc, and V}. are each equal to 2qd. The voltages Vk., Vk. and also
Vle., Vkb are in quadrature.

V}a =: Vda ‑e‑
+ gd'

(33>

The angle acd is 60 degrees and

Vda
= sin 600 = O. 866.
V}a

<34)

The teaser converter, therefore, should be wound for a voltage which is

86.6 percent of the voltage ef tke main converter.

A vector diagram for the T connection is shown in Fig. 9 (B). The load
is assumed to be balanced with respect to the secoRdary voltage. The angle
of lag o is assumed to be 30 degrees with respect to the secondary voltage.
All vectors are referred to the secoRdary. The voltage li'd. is in phase with
the Y voltage of the system. The converter da carries line current. Therefore

the power factor cosdi2 for the teaser converter is the same as the power
factor of the three‑phase load. The capacity of the T system for the tkree‑
phase conversion ls somewhat less than the sum of the capacities of the two
converters.

Consider a load at power factor cos di2 and assume that the teaser conver‑

ter da is wouRd the correct voltage. Let the line current and line voltage
of the three‑phase system be ly and ixlf, the output power of the teaser
converter, P,, is given by

P,= W' b" cos ip2. (35)
Because there is the transformable operation between the resonaRt circuit
and the secondary load circuit, the three‑pkase output power, P,,,,, becomes

P.., ==VgLcrr, fr fy' V‑l le2 (2a T' pll2 =' r)2, <36)
where cr is the turn ratio between the resonant circuit and the oscillating
clrcult.

3. Experimental Results
The cores used in the three‑phase conver‑
‑"‑‑t

These magnetization characteristics have fiux

tttt

.t

deRsity B = 1. 74 wb/m2 at magnetic strength
I'

H==2.10‑2 ampere‑turns!m. The chemical
conpoBents and geometrical dimension of

i'

iil

.‑

'

‑ff

‑‑‑‑

8t'k

･0

ter are of cut‑type witk silicon steel sheets.

‑‑‑‑

I,
i[ 15i‑30‑{‑"5,el‑3e‑g

lllsg‑ k‑3o‑{is

‑‑;‑

the core are shown in Tablerm1 and Fig･ 10･ Fig. Io. Dimension of core.
The winding number of turns and its resis‑

tances are shown in Table‑2.

Table‑1. Chemical components Oscillation diagrarw. Fig. 11 shows
of core typical examples of the oscillation diagram

Si 2.s‑･v3.5% (main converter) of an actual single‑phase
C,O,N,Al,Mn extremely small converter. In the figure, the abscissa

Fe . all.of the reSt representstheexcitingcurrentoffrequency
2f, Ilef, aRd the ordinate represents the
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Table‑2. Winding number of turns and
lts reslstance on the converter
Teaser

S.‑tttt‑iir,̀:;i,lf,l･th‑
S 140

ajTE

E
tti 120

Main '

11

･,"‑ loo
.rlt‑ i,C2k/..‑ l. =‑ :･ ‑ 1.

nl

300

turns

300

turns

g: ,,

n2

500

turns

500

turns

.tL' 6o

n.1

433

tttrns

500

turns

rl

e. g

ohms

O.9

ohms

2

4.7

ohms

47 ohms

r.t

4. 6･

ohms

5.7

f'

nv‑ rr ww‑g .F. .l... ‑‑ ‑‑ u

‑..m S' .=. ll" ‑.‑.T‑
g 4o ttnstaole =‑‑‑.l . I
o

.tg 2o

‑..th
l

' tt

c,/‑' l‑‑‑

:m

o3,eso
lVf

1 11
e
O O.2 O.4 O.6 O.8 1.e 1.2 1.4

Exciting current, I.vf, in amperes

ohms

Fig.11. 0scillation diagram.

tuning capacitor C. The single‑‑phase converter certainly begins to oscillate
by the all exciting. current of freqttency 2f in these stable regions.

From the oscillat2on diagram in Flg. 11, we can obtain the qtiantity I"c
as foliows:

C2 ‑ Ci.

i"c= ul' "ziii''u"s･ (37>

'
where Ci and C2 are the upper and the lower limit tuning capacitor in the
biRary oscillatioi} region respectively, which are naturaily changed by the dc
bias I6 and the exciting current hf. In practice, if Q of the tuning circuit is
large, and make an exception o'f the infiuence of febrility, ri, corresponding
to modulus of parametric excitation, l".

I". characteristics dependence the exciting cttrrent k.f, dc bias h as
parameters,is shown in Fig. 12. When the dc bias h is equal to 1.5 amperes,
r.‑‑O. 35 for hf=:O. 5 amperes.

Sin,gle‑Phase conversiDn charateristics. Fig. 13 shows the resistive load
characteristics of ￡he oscillating load volta‑

ge, W, and the oscillating current of fre‑
･l.=1･5amp.
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of frequency 2f(60 cls), I2f, and the reso‑

nant current, b, in the main convereer
under the experimenta! conditions of Vhf =
80 volts, Ie= 1. 5 amperes and C= 60 micro‑

O, 1

.m

o o.2 o.4 e.6 o.s 1.o

farads.

The figure shows that the oscillating

Exciting cuvrent, I2f, in amperes

load voltage, Vlef, has the constant‑voltage

Fig.12. r, Characteristics

cltaracteristics in the high resistive load
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Fig.13. Load characteristics ofa Fig.14. Pi., P..t and ethciency, n.
single‑phase converter.

region above 250 ohms. As the resistive load of the single‑phase converter
increases, tlte oscillating load current of frequency f, fy, decreases expone‑

ntially. All these characteristics in Fig. 13 gives rise to the unstable
phenomenon in the lower resistive load region less than 250 ohms.
The exciting lnput power, Pi., and the oscillating output power, P..,, of

the single‑phase converter (main) are shown in Fig. 14. The comparison of
the experimental and the theoretical value, from <27), is also shown in the
same figure. The derived single‑phase coRversion efHciency, ny, from the
figure is about 50 percent in the higher load region. The descent of the
conversioR ethciency is caused by the losses in a converter, which consist of
100
70
1
I
1
1

N
"

loe

o
Fig. 15.
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Loss distribution in a single‑

phase converter.
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Fig.16. Pi., P.,,t and efficiency in a

three‑phase converter.
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.(A) the primary copper ioss, 2r, (Ib2+
t k.ihf2), the iron loss, Ph+., and the

iilif

bc

secondary copper loss, h.2 (11f'2r2+

ac ab

ijl,:

b2r2).

(B) Fig. 15 shows the rate of each
t

copper losses and the iron loss for the
iU

A

bc

ac

total !osses. I￡ is obvious that the

ab

copper iosses, which consist of the
7(C) losses iR the primary, the tuning and
the secondary circutits, accottnt for

iC):

abou.t 50 percent of all losses.

bc ac ab

‑s t

Three‑Phase conversion characteri‑
. {D) stics. The characteristic of the exciting

input power of frequency 2f, Pi.,

Fig.17. 0scillograms of exciting
voltage, V2f,‑‑(A) and oscil‑
lating load voltages, Vft, no
load‑‑(B),resistive load‑‑(C) and

inductive load‑(D).

the oscillating output power of frequ‑

ency f, P..t, and the coRversion
eraciency, o, in the single‑phase to

three‑phase converter is shown in
Fig. 16. In this case, the ohmic loss

also occupies about half of all losses, the three‑phase conversion efliciency,

rp, is nearly 50 percent. The performance of the three‑phase converter is
stabiiized in the higher resistive
' load more than 300 ohms, because of
detttning effect by the lower resistive
' ' load, the oscillation becomes uRstable
at iess than the load of 300 ohms.

Fig.17 shows the oscillograms of the exciting voltage of frequency 2f,
Y2f (A>, and the osciilating load voltage of frequency f, V], of the no load(B),

the resistive load(C>, and the

inductive load(D). The resistive load is
connected with d connection the value of resistance is equal to 500 ohms
'
respectively, and the inductive load is the three‑phase induction motor,
which has the synchronous speed of 400 revolutions per minute.

4. Conclusion
This paper presents the basic principle and the experimental results
of the sing!e‑phase to three‑phase power conversion which utilizes parametric

excitation. Though the obtained conversion efficiency of the three‑phase
converter is yet Rearly 50 percent, it is possible to obtain the more higher

conversion ethciency by means of the economy‑sized.
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